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A thin red-blooded river crosses an empire of greenery.134 kilometres forgotten by 
modernity and by the world. Hastily drawn five years ago by trucks and gleaming 
four-by-fours, the burning laterite trail that connects Bakouma to Bangassou, the 
capital of Mbomou prefecture in the Central African Republic, was meant to bring 
prosperity to a whole country, fortune to its workers and energy to France for a 
century. Promised to be the aorta to a new world, it was conceived in a rush in 
South-Africa, paid for in Toronto and shipped to Europe after being registered in 
the Virgin Islands. These 134 kilometres of dirt road in the midst of nowhere have, 
over five years, crossed continents, been the subject of multiple articles, speculation, 
investigations and bankruptcies in Paris, Pretoria and Beijing. They tossed around 
millions and dictated the fates of infinite individuals. Today, they are devoured by 
ferocious and insatiable vegetation, severed by crevasses, and colonised by 
butterflies and red ants. They are preparing to disappear. Their pulse, far from the 
virility of their first days, now only nourish, from oblivion, one of the biggest 
industrial scandals of the century. 
 
This 134 kilometres are accessible from Bangui, the capital of one of the poorest 
countries in the world, the Central African Republic, after a two-day trip through 
misery and armed group territory, neither of which allow themselves to be fully seen. 
Follow the ever-tightening road for a few hours on a motorcycle that holds 
breakdowns in high esteem. Soon the branches, the humidity and a blazing sun 
force to you to dismount and cross by foot the rivers and streams that nourish the 
pristine forest of the Préfécture de Bangassou. A few more hours of walking will 
reveal at last a set of huts made out of the same earth as the ground, covered with 
dried branches and filled with beds without mattresses. Here it is, a place without 
smell and colour, in which the sun lives from six to six all year long, nourished by 
manioc from surrounding fields. A place like any other apparently, if it hadn’t been 
for the irregular flow of strange pilgrims that arrive with eyes filled by lucre and 
promises, and leave irremediably drained, pushed back by the golden poison that 
they were looking for. A place surrounded by a mineral that had promised to power 
the Western World for eternity and that day by day slowly takes  the form of its curse: 
Uranium. 
 
That place has a name: BAKOUMA. And its huts host the secrets of the collapse of 
the largest nuclear group in the world: AREVA. 



 
* 

 
A legend lives along the red-ochre roads of Bangui, the capital of the Central 
African Republic, where legions of abandoned children live, play and beg: it is said 
that thousands of them were named “Areva” following the arrival of the French 
nuclear group in the country in late 2007. The expectations triggered by the 
“discovery” of immense deposits of uranium in the east of the country were so high 
that the General who was running the country at the time, François Bozizé, had 
demanded the construction of a nuclear plant in a village that had neither drinking 
water, nor electricity nor phone lines in exchange for mining permits. By then, it was 
2008 and the directors of AREVA Ressources Centrafrique, astonished, preferred to 
show the General plans for a school, stadium and hospital building, to a tune of a 
billion euros. The agreement, signed on 10 August 2008 and accompanied by 
significant cash bonuses, was followed by an initial transfer of eight million dollars to 
the Central African State Treasury from the “special funds” of AREVA on 9 
September 2008. Soon after, the cars, planes and massive construction equipment 
of the French company invaded a city more used to the cautious and numb rhythm 
of diamond traffickers, and considered to be the worst place in the world for foreign 
employees. More than a hundred employees were recruited throughout the country. 
The university of Bangui was mobilized to educate and train geologists and 
topographers. And the General himself came to visit, in March 2011, the little village 
of Bakouma to announce the arrival of glorious times. 
 
Eight years and a civil war later, François Bozizé is in exile, the mine of Bakouma has 
been abandoned and there is no trace of any nuclear plant in a country were the life 
expectancy does extend past fifty, and the GDP per inhabitant barely reaches 350 
dollars per year. The Areva babies have evaporated and with them, the dreams of 
development that the French company had given birth to. Electricity, clean water 
and phone lines briefly appeared, but are now non-existent in Bakouma. The 
promised roads, hospitals and schools were never built. In their place, dozens of 
children with distended bellies – a consequence of severe malnutrition and 
wholesomeness issues – haunt the terracotta huts of a village that had never before 
known hunger and just lost its last medic. Polina Levina, a UN human rights 
specialist points out that “the impact of economic devastation was a serious blow, 
leaving many vulnerable in a steadily failing state.” On the trail that connects 
Bakouma to the Bangassou prefecture, at the bottom of a pirogue that is used to 
cross a river that once had a bridge, a scream tears up the silence of the forest. The 
husband of a young mother of two children has just died while on the road to be 
treated at the community hospital of the region, a day’s travel from Bakouma. Too 
far, too late. The corpse will be roped to the torso of a motorcycle driver, who will 
bring it to its native village for  burial. The family will come back on foot. After 



hosting helicopters, planes and trucks, after having shimmered in the great 
expectations of a magnificent change in fortune, the Prefecture of Mbomou has 
returned to the periphery of another world, and is slowly preparing to break up with 
us. 
 

* 
 
The trauma of the disappearance of the largest nuclear group in the world, known to 
everyone in Central Africa, is felt far beyond Bakouma. Its spectral presence remains 
across the country. The logo of the company still appears here and there in Bangui, 
on the badge holders and skirts that are resold in the Miskine Market for a few 
hundred CFA francs. Everything seems to have been suspended. The current mining 
ministry affirms that “he is still waiting for a phone call from the French”. But the 
headquarters of the company, established on the Place Valery Giscard d’Estaing, at 
the centre of the capital, have had new tenants for a long time. And the company 
does not seem to be willing to come back anytime soon, probably because it never 
planned to ever stay.  
 
A stranger could be surprized by the trauma that the French company triggered. 
The strange dream that AREVA had given birth to had soon become a common 
nightmare of globalization. In Bakouma, salaries barely approached 70 euros per 
month – leaving entire working families under the extreme poverty threshold 
defined by the UN – for seven day work weeks and 13 hours days, “without lunch 
breaks”, points out Sylvain Nguéké, a former driller. “We had only one resting day 
every two weeks, that had to be spent in the mining site itself, under intense heat 
and permanent radioactive radiation”. The best paid central African executive – the 
adjunct director of the mine – “was paid seven hundred thousand CFA francs per 
month”, indicates another staff representative, that has been fighting for three years 
in Bangui to obtain compensations. This amounts to less than a thousand euros per 
month. He adds: “the conditions worsened after the French replaced the South-
Africans [Uramin, previous owners of the site, ndr]. The employees would work on 
ore deposits with bare hands and would sometimes fall on uranium or other very 
toxic heavy metals. No-one had access to their medical files”. AREVA strongly 
denies that its workers were unprotected, and says that it respected “all Central 
African regulations”. But the explanation for the rise and fall of Central African 
dreams are to be found elsewhere. 
 
We are in 2012, on the eve of the French presidential election. As on each first 
Sunday of the month, after having taken a light aircraft in order to travel over the 
800 km that separates Bakouma from the capital Bangui, Gianfranco Tantardini, 
nicknamed the Giant, is on his way to mass at the local parish. In his fifties, smoking 
cigarette after cigarette, he is a colossus with a clean-shaven skull. A former Italian 



petty officer and nationalized Frenchman, who once headed a nuclear submarine, he 
enters into the church financed by Spain’s Opus Dei, sets himself on a wooden 
backless bench, and surrounded by his workers and their families, follows piously the 
ceremony. The mass is lead by Jean-Noël Kinakounga, a priest from Zemio who, 
after having lived for too long in Madrid with his charge and his TV screen as sole 
companions, decided to return home to take part in the miracle all were announcing. 
 
The mayor of Bakouma, Madame la Maire, Eugénie Damaris Nakité Voukoulé, 
remembers perfectly this tall munzu – white man – who directed the mining site in 
her village between 2011 and 2012, employing 133 people, of which 127 were 
Central Africans. She specifically remembers this day in which Mr Tantardini – who 
refused to answer any questions for this article – brought together all the employees 
to announce, after a long silence, that Bakouma “would be put to sleep”. Jean-Noël 
Kinagounga was by then in Cordoba, where he was helping his bishop to fill tax-
exempt containers. He nonetheless still remembers the “morbid bristle” that ran 
over the village when he came back. The shock was immense. Three years prior, 
soon after AREVA purchased URAMIN, a South African junior mining company that 
had acquired the rights of exploration of the site, AREVA representatives promised 
at least fifty years of employment, and proposed life-long contracts with recurrent 
raises and bonuses. Those contracts would be terminated overnight, without any 
notice, by simple letters dated 19 December 2012, a few days before Christmas. 
“We didn’t violate any of our legal and contractual obligations”, states AREVA.  
 
Gianfranco Tantardini, who presents himself today as a “specialist in transitional 
situations”, had been recruited by AREVA to urgently close the Bakouma site, and 
he did so in silence. The permits that had been bought for an undisclosed sum three 
years prior, after long negotiations that had directly implicated the French 
Presidency and one of its emissaries, a man called Patrick Balkany. A member of the 
French parliament and a historic ally to the then President Nicolas Sarkozy, he had 
had until then no experience with the mining sector nor in Africa. Provided with a 
diplomatic passport by the Elysee for a mission to the Central African Republic, he 
transferred millions of euros through his bank accounts during this period, officially 
justified as going toward solving the Bakouma problem. He is currently being 
prosecuted in France for tax fraud and illegally financing political campaigns. 
 
Of stiff carriage and mute personality, known for being hard with his workers, Mr 
Tantardini had been tasked, in parallel to this process, to secretly prepare the fatal 
announcement to the villagers. He did so consciously, by reducing the rotations, 
recruiting former militaries in case things would go wrong, and by exiling his most 
important executives. Among them was his former director, Christian Santa Roman, 
a short-wave radio amateur who had built himself his own artisanal diamond mine 
with AREVA material. Tantardini spent months preparing to ensure that the 



announcement would be without incident. A battalion of the army was mobilized to 
assist the private Fox Securité company that was in charge of the site. The choice of 
words, the weight of the weapons that surrounded the workers sitting on the ground, 
the astonishment of men, some of whom walked hundreds of kilometres to settle in 
Bakouma with their families, and more generally their complete powerlessness 
imposed a strange silence after Mr Tantardini‘s announcement, probably leaving 
him with the taste of a well-done job. A few months later, he evacuated his local 
employees on cattle trucks, leaving them sitting over their own belongings for three 
full days, while expats were evacuated by plane. Close to a hundred men and a 
whole village were left behind. They would never receive any other information, 
despite the promises of a quick return. “They had promised they would come back, 
they had promised it would only be a suspension, but their only objective by doing 
so was to avoid financial sanctions” says one of the villagers left behind. “We are yet 
to receive their official notification”, says the current minister of mines of the Central 
African Republic, Joseph Agbo. AREVA states that they used the force majeure 
clause after the 2013 civil war, and have no longer any obligations towards the 
Central African Republic. 
 

* 
 

Bip, bip, bipbipbipbip… through the tall grass, shirts soaked in sweat, breathing 
becomes difficult. 35, 36, 37… 40 degrees Celsius. The mining camp of Bakouma 
looks like the no man’s land of Tarkovsky’s Stalker: a doomed space in which 
greenery, ruins and rust mingle in a less and less differentiated heap. Forty years of 
failed expeditions and dubious franco-african relations concentrate themselves in 
this immense radioactive bowl. A thick layer of mud and foliage has already covered 
the AREVA buildings abandoned not so long ago. The materials left by URBA – the 
first French company that attempted to exploit the mine of Bakouma in the 1970s, 
and subsidiary of the future AREVA – still emit ten times more radioactivity that the 
natural ground. On earth lie hundreds of plastic boxes that were used to stock 
uranium samples, while a few meters away there are dozens of once-sealed 
aluminium bags. Used to transport radioactive ore, they were never removed by 
AREVA, and today lie scattered, disembowelled. “The fulanis probably confused 
them with food bags”, says a former driller who worked at the Bakouma site, 
referring to the pastoral tribe. The “rehabilitation” promised by AREVA – and 
completed up to 95% according to the company – does not seem to have 
happened. Basic measures such as the decontamination of infrastructure and 
securing the site have never been implemented. This negligence could have fatal 
consequences for the population that lives around the site. In violation of all mining 
regulations, no warning signs, no barriers restrict access to the site – AREVA affirms 
that this is the result of a “common decision” taken with state authorities. When 
walking toward the main deposit, known as “Patricia”, the Geiger counter panics, 



and continuously vibrates.  Radiation is omnipresent. Around the waste abandoned 
in the midst of surrounding fields, between a small corn patch and a herd of zebus 
guided by a Fulani family, the measure of radioactivity can go up to sixty times the 
natural level of the region, 3 micro sieverts per hour instead of the up to 0,08 micro 
Sieverts per hour measured in the village. Like it did in Gabon twenty years ago, 
AREVA has left Bakouma without taking a single protective measure for the 
population. Sanitary infrastructure was dismantled with the departure of the last 
expatriates and the medical files of the workers disappeared with them. There has 
been no follow-up since then. A psychosis has progressively extended as a 
consequence – the villagers see that grass does not grow were uranium sources had 
been identified, and express their worries that “strange children” were born after 
the exploration phase. Even though the radiation is far from the levels that could 
trigger such effects, a feeling of death seems to prowl. 
 

* 
 
A few thousand kilometres from there in Paris, Electricité de France (EDF) teams are 
preparing the take down of the AREVA white logo, enthroned at 176 meters on the 
black tower holding the same name. In the heart of the La Défense business district, 
the most powerful nuclear group in the world, property of the French State, is in 
technical bankruptcy and ready to be dismantled, with up to six thousand expected 
layoffs in France. The French industrial scandal of the century and the astronomic 
sums it involves seem to be a world of distance from this little Central African village. 
Who in Bakouma could believe that AREVA spent, a few days after the 2007 French 
Presidential elections, several billion euro in order to buy the mine and two other 
ones, before reducing their value to zero and hurriedly closing them a few weeks 
after the 2012 French Presidential election? AREVA declared a net loss of four billion 
euro. The equivalent of two years of GDP of the Central African Republic, twenty 
years of its state budget, a century of education and health for all its inhabitants. 
Four billion, or the exact amount that EDF – the state-owned electric monopoly in 
France – is expected to put up to bail out AREVA. At their headquarters, AREVA 
communications department has not issued a comment for years on the case, 
barricading themselves behind the ongoing judicial proceedings. 
 
The case, known as the Uramin affaire in France, is so disproportionate than when 
the village mayor, whom in spite of her seventy years of life still works every day in 
the fields, is told about the numbers involved, she asks that they be thrice repeated. 
After a pause and a blank look that seems to be searching for support in the void, 
she remembers that she had to fight for two years to obtain from AREVA a hundred 
thousand CFA franks – a hundred and fifty euros – in order to finance the only 
investment that still exists in the village: the renovation of the Bakouma town council. 
The 400,000 euros of social expenditure that were promised by AREVA have 



disappeared. Whilst the company argues that the civil war is to blame, no villager 
seems to remember any pillaging in the city. “The only social activity that AREVA 
organized were the barbecues at the house of the mine director, and a weekend 
each month, with his expatriate friends”, affirms with some bitterness one of the 
villagers. 
 
The case appears incomprehensible not only in Bakouma or Bangui, but also in Paris, 
were it has triggered three judicial investigations. The billions AREVA invested were 
directed to a mine whose characteristics it knew since the 1960s, and which it 
considered not to be exploitable. The Bakouma deposit appears for the first time in 
the official archives of COGEMA, AREVA’s predecessor, in 1969. But the site was 
known well before. Seventy years before the departure of AREVA, the first French 
geologists, employed by the Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique newly created by 
Charles de Gaulle, had flown over and mapped the site in detail. Their objective was 
to record and secure as soon as possible all uranium deposits available in the French 
empire in order to develop the nuclear bomb, and reinstate French sovereignty over 
the colonies. The Second World War had, a few years earlier, put a stop to research 
that had made of France one of the most advanced countries in the world in atomic 
energy, under the direction of Irene and Frederic Joliot-Curie. It was now time to 
make up for lost time, and Central Africa was promising terrain on which to chart a 
recovery.  
 
It would take twenty more years and the development of the civil nuclear industry 
before any exploratory drilling could be carried out. Even then, there was no 
decision taken to exploit the site. Questions already arose at the time about political 
mingling over the mine. The relationships between the French and Central African 
political elites were indeed strong. Back in the seventees, The country had just 
recovered its independence, and the soon to be Emperor Bokassa and his diamonds, 
his Napoleonian stoat and his castles in France dominated the country. Following 
the example of General de Gaulle – who had built and enjoyed a close relationship 
with Bokassa, Valérie Giscard d’Estaing, French President from 1974 to 1981, made 
of the former colony his own private holiday camp, hunting elephants several times 
a year on a huge reserve owned by Bokassa. The relationship between the two was 
so important that Giscard d’Estaing authorized the financing of the inaugural 
ceremony of the Empire – a perfect tropical imitation of Napoleon’s crowning – that 
cost a quarter of Central Africa’s GDP. After his sacking, in 1983, Bokassa said in 
front of cameras that he had shared several time “his” Empress with the French 
President. These relationships would in any case end up costing Giscard his 
presidency, after the French Newspaper Le Canard Enchaîné revealed he had 
secretly received million worth diamonds as gifts from the Central African President. 
Although François Mitterrand and his successors would put more distance between 
France and its former colony, no Central African head of state has been removed 



since independence without the intervention of the French state. France has 
maintained a permanent military presence in the country, best known in recent years 
for triggering an important paedophilia scandal in Bangui and UN headquarters in 
Geneva and New York.  
 
It is in this rather particular frame that Bakouma became an early strategic issue in 
the franco-centralafrican relationship. Diplomatic telegrams dating back to 1968 
show that the village was already the subject of frequent exchanges between De 
Gaulle’s foreign affairs minister Michel Debré and Bokassa, referred to as the “most 
important problem” impacting the relationship between the two states. Back then, 
France was not promising nuclear plants, but a railway network in exchange for a 
mining permit, infrastructure which, just like the nuclear plant requested in 2008 
would never be built, triggering a furious reaction from the Emperor. This would not 
prevent Giscard from “recommending” a few years later, that Bokassa hand over the 
management of the mine to his cousin, starting a new wave of enthusiasm without 
any results. Bokassa, in the end convinced that these aborted attempts to develop 
Bakouma were intended to destabilize the country, would try to replace the French 
company by a Swiss one, also without any success. TOTAL, the then not yet French 
energy giant, was next in line to take up the site, before leaving it completely 
abandoned soon after the end of the Cold war. 
 

* 
 

On its website, AREVA presents the reasons of its departure from Bakouma in a 
rather sibylline manner. The page that detailed the great prospects and highlighted 
the projects of the company in the Central African Republic has been replaced by a 
simple sentence: “As a consequence of the low cost of Uranium since Fukushima 
and of the insecurity present in the country for many months, AREVA announced, in 
September 2012, the suspension of the mining exploitation of Bakouma in the 
Central African Republic”. The communication department of the company affirms 
that the withdrawal decision was taken after an attack against the mining site that 
happened on 24 June 2012. But Luc Oursel, the AREVA CEO, stated things 
differently: “this deposit is not profitable”. One of the former executives of the 
company that was employed on the site said that “no exploitation material was ever 
brought on the site. We understood in 2009 that the site would never be exploited”. 
AREVA confirms that the site always remained at the exploration phase. 
 
It is not the first time the deposit has been “discovered” and “suspended” for 
reasons officially linked to the Uranium prices or security reasons. But these reasons 
appear repetitive and shallow, and judges in Paris are finding them difficult to 
believe. It is true that the spot prices of Uranium – that correspond to the immediate 
purchase price of ore – reached their peak price the same month that AREVA 



bought the Bakouma permits – in June 2007, before falling almost immediately after. 
Two years later, they fell to their 1990’s level, without triggering – officially at least – 
a reduction or cessation of AREVA’s investments in the deposit. But those values, 
mentioned by AREVA to justify their investments at the time, are not the standard 
indicator used in the industry. The reference points of the atomic energy market are 
European long-term contracts, used by all large nuclear companies and which, in 
2008-2012 remained stable. The spot market concerns only 5% of the market and is 
known for its high volatility, yet it was used by AREVA to link the Fukushima disaster 
to the Bakouma explorations. Little is said about the fact that, according to 
employees, the site began to be dismantled before the nuclear incident in Japan, 
and that the company developed its investments in other mines since then. For 
example, AREVA launched a large-scale exploitation in Cigar Lake (Canada) and 
bought a mine  in Mongolia during the same period. Regarding the security 
conditions and the attack that the site suffered on 24 June 2012, the same doubts 
arise. The attack was not cited in the dismissal letters sent to employees. This is 
logical, since the site had been “put to sleep” a few months before the attack 
occurred. Was AREVA in need of an event that would justify its departure without 
incurring any liability? The company firmly denies such accusations, but one of its 
former subcontractors told me in Bangui: “when we talked about the attack with the 
directors of the company, it was always with a smile”. Villagers say they saw Mr 
Tantardini guiding paramilitaries with his pick-up to the site the day before it was 
attacked by unknown armed men and pillaged. By then, all sensitive documents and 
materials had already been exfiltrated and “we were asked to erase our computer’s 
memories” says a geologist.  
 

* 
 

In the AREVA scandal, one name keeps coming back: URAMIN. URAMIN is the 
name of an apparently banal penny stock, one among thousands of small mining 
companies based out of a fiscal paradise and priced at Toronto’s stock exchange. 
Their business model is quite simple: corrupt local authorities in less developed 
countries in order to buy under-priced mining permits, and then sell them to large 
industrial groups that can close their eyes and deny involvement in such 
arrangements should anything happen. Founded in 2005 by Stephen Dattels, 
URAMIN quickly invested in three mines, in South Africa, Namibia and Central Africa. 
Intensely prospecting the sites, URAMIN was able to present flattering balance 
sheets and attract investment. Its backers are solid and include JPMorgan. Worth 
300,000 US dollars in March 2005, URAMIN declared over 150 million dollars of 
assets by early 2007, with only 50 million non-financial. A few months latter, 
URAMIN was bought by AREVA for 2,5 billion dollars. This financial rollercoaster has 
been subject to serious scrutiny by a judicial investigation in France. Implicating 
some of the most recognized political figures of France, the investigation revealed 



that the process was approved by then Finance Minister Thierry Breton. The blatant 
overpricing – none of the mines ever produced a single ounce of ore; the 
disappearance of the list of beneficiaries of the operation – AREVA claims it was 
“lost”; and the strong resemblance between the Bakouma operation and three 
others have raised suspicions1. But bad publicity and major losses at the Bakouma 
operation did not stop AREVA from continuing to collaborate with Stephen Dattels. 
New joint ventures under a company called Marenica Energy were put in place, 
resulting in the acquisition of a ghost nickel mine in Weda Bay (Indonesia), sold by 
Mr Dattels to an AREVA subsidiary company for 270 million euro – twenty seven 
times its market value – and today worth… zero.  
 
In this context, a rumour has gained weight in the little world called la françafrique, 
an informal network of intermediaries, industrialists, militaries and politicians that 
was formed after the decolonization: from the beginning, URAMIN was a spin-off the 
state-owned AREVA, in charge of carrying out operations under its name in Africa. 
Some elements nourish this thesis, including the current investigation of the 
husband of AREVA’s CEO, Olivier Fric, who was in close contact with URAMIN in 
early 2006 and even invested in the company before it was purchased by AREVA. 
How can AREVA’s investment in a mine that it knew was worth nothing, and 
pretended for so long that it would exploit it, be explained otherwise? The same 
doubts colour other mines acquired by AREVA, including one in South Africa. The 
Mail & Guardian revealed that AREVA used URAMIN to send several million euro in 
commissions to relations of then-President Mbeki. The objective was to obtain a 
large contract for the construction of dozens of nuclear plants. Unfortunately for 
AREVA, Mbeki lost the next election and the new government immediately 
cancelled the plans. A former Central African mining minister tells us: “We quickly 
thought that AREVA had used URAMIN has a cover to obtain mining permits for 
Bakouma at a reduced price. Everyone knew that URAMIN was not there to stay, but 
was being used as a cover for a big nuclear company”. A former tax inspector, the 
minister today lives in the only five star hotel in Bangui – where one night costs the 
equivalent of the average annual earnings of a Central African citizen - and owns 
several properties in France. He continues: “These cases were directly dealt with by 
the Presidency, but information circulated. When they opened for tender, AREVA 
made a ridiculous proposition, which forced us to accept URAMIN’s. Then they used 
the buyback of the permit to embezzle money by over-evaluating its value”. AREVA 

																																																								
1	Three similar operations were launched by Stephen Dattels before the Uramin one, 
all of them consisting in the buying of worthless deposits permits, soon bought back 
by State owned groups for brobdingnanian sums, before seeing their value fall to 
zero.  
	



does not confirm nor deny they had made an offer along with URAMIN, and refused 
to indicate when they first contacted the head of the company.  
 
AREVA is in any case not just any company company. Prosecuted or publicly 
accused of corruption in countries as diverse as China, South-Africa, Niger, Germany, 
Namibia or even Gabon, it factually acts as an extension of the French State; its main 
stake-holder is the Commisariat à l’Énergie Atomique. Its activities, that touch both 
the civil and military nuclear industry, are partly covered by the secret d’État, 
protecting whole parts of the company from public scrutiny. The persistent refusal 
by AREVA to communicate on their relationship with URAMIN adds to the many 
rumours that have spread in civil society and judicial spheres in France. A former 
budget minister indicated to me that he had tried to investigate the issue, but that 
his administration got “no results whatsoever”. Three judicial investigations have 
been opened. Some of the question raised by those are maybe more revealing than 
the expected answers. The most mysterious remains: why did the group decide to 
invest in the deposit it knew best, at least thirty times more than what it was worth, 
before announcing that it could not be exploited and completely abandoning it? 
Saïf Durbaar, a well-known intermediary in the franco-african scene, publicly stated 
that AREVA was at the core of a retro-commissions system aimed at illegally finance 
French political parties. This creates an implicit continuity with a similar system that 
was created by ELF (which later was bought by its much smaller competitor TOTAL 
in order to put aside a politico-financial scandal) and was dismantled in the late 
1990’s by French judges.  Durbaar, who served as a vice-minister under Bozizé 
affirms that he has the elements to prove his statement. That might explain why after 
having been arrested in France and sentenced for three years of prison in 
connection with a fraud case, he was liberated three months later. According to him, 
he exchanged his silence for his liberty. The Financial General Prosecutor of France, 
Eliane Houlette, in charge of the case, states that she has “never heard of him”, 
despite of the hundreds of articles that mention his name in relation to the case. 
After months of waiting, the Prosecutor, who is statutorily under the authority of the 
government, opened a series of judicial preliminary investigations against AREVA for 
fraud, corruption, abuse of power, dissemination of false information and fraudulent 
accounting. The investigations were carefully separated in order to avoid any 
combined effort from the judges, a well-known technique used in France when it 
comes to political corruption cases. At the same time, two French journalists from 
Slug News magazine investigating the issue were implicitly threatened by an advisor 
of the Defense minister, and released hidden camera footage of the incident. Anne 
Lauvergeon, former Sherpa of François Mitterrand and then CEO of AREVA, filed a 
complaint against its former mining director Sébastien de Montessus for having 
spied on her in relation to this case. The latter was quickly removed from AREVA to 
a subsidiary company privatised… by himself. Some of the actors of the case, as Saif 
Durbaar, affirm that they saved their life by negotiating their silence with the French 



secret services. A French former budget minister told me “to be careful” a few 
weeks after my computer was stolen and letter boxes broken into. Meanwhile, the 
Financial General Prosecutor Eliane Houlette continues to state that the whole 
Bakouma affair was a simple “industrial mistake”. In Central Africa, all the archives 
related to URAMIN and AREVA mysteriously disappeared after the Seleka militia 
chased Bozizé from power with the tacit approval of the French authorities. The 
Central African General director for mines saw his house searched and pillaged the 
very same day the Selekas arrived in Bangui. All the archives of the mine were 
evacuated by plane before the company left Bakouma, and the Central African 
Republic no longer possesses a single document related to the case, making it 
impossible to defend its rights against the company. Mr Tantardini has since been 
promoted to be the director of the SNCM, a French maritime state-owned company 
suspected of political corruption that is now in technical bankruptcy. The Central 
African General Prosecutor Ghislain Grézenguet tells me he has never heard of cases 
filed against AREVA by its employees, despite the evidence they showed me.  
 

* 
 
Five years before the announcement of the departure of AREVA by Mr Tantardini, at 
the exact same place he made his speech, a South African executive of URAMIN 
named Michaël, then director of the mine, brought together all his employees at the 
entrance of the camp, in order to tell them, in a mix of fatalism and greatness: “For 
URAMIN, it is over. We were a dog that would bark but not bite. Tomorrow a dog 
will arrive that barks and bites. Or maybe it won’t. But in any case, for us, it is over. 
That’s how it is. That’s business”.  As COGEMA, as Alusuisse, as Total, URAMIN had 
arrived to Bakouma less than a year earlier, and after having recruited employees all 
over the country and imposed infernal rates through its South African henchmen, 
had disappeared in little more than a day, leaving the employees without any news 
for months, before the first AREVA employee would arrive. Henri de Dinechin, who 
would later become the first CEO of AREVA Ressources Centrafrique before being 
replaced by Mr Tantardini, promised at his arrival an improvement of working 
conditions, and a long-term set-up no one was anymore waiting for. A former 
URAMIN employee, Achille, interrupted his inaugural speech in order to tell him 
about the worries of his colleagues regarding breathing issues and sanitary worries. 
The employee told de Dinechin that Michaël had come one day to the deposit and 
put in his mouth bits of ore to “demonstrate to us that we were taking no risks”, 
triggering an intense shock through the mine. Henri de Dinechin, who was about to 
become President of the Friends of the Golf Club of Bangui, did not respond to his 
employee. But when he came back to the capital, he gave the orders to withdraw 
the individual dosimeters that had been distributed by URAMIN, in order to replace 
them with collective measures, more imprecise and less costly. Their data, that 
would never be shared to the workers, has disappeared today. He would leave, 



without any notice, three years later to Abidjan, taking his wife Barbara – a painter – 
and his teenage child, seeing one last time from his private plane a trail of laterite 
that, after having carried along too many dreams and human beings, was already 
preparing, slowly, to disappear. 
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Photos : 
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Vidéos : 
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Time Frame 
 
DATES INDUSTRIELLES (bande supérieure) : février 2005 URAMIN est créée et immatriculée aux Îles 
vierges britanniques ; octobre 2005 : premiers contacts avec AREVA pour un rachat. URAMIN n’a 
alors aucun actif. Avril 2006 : AREVA fait une offre de 235 millions d’euros pour URAMIN qui est 
retirée. 26 février 2006 Uramin achète les permis miniers de Bakouma pour 16 millions de dollars. 
AREVA a participé à l’appel d’offres et a fait une offre inférieure ; Juin 2007 AREVA rachète URAMIN 
pour 2,5 milliards de dollars, 50 fois la valeur estimée par URAMIN de ses actifs miniers. Elle valorise 
l’ensemble d’URAMIN à 3,8 milliards de dollars ; 2007 : AREVA se rend compte que les permis ne 
permettent pas l’exploitation de Bakouma ; 2007-2008 : AREVA négocie avec le pouvoir centrafricain 
pour obtenir les nouvelles autorisations. 10 août 2008 : AREVA accepte de verser 10 millions au 
pouvoir centrafricain, ainsi que 50 millions supplémentaires étalés sur cinq ans, pour obtenir 
l’autorisation d’exploitation. Patrick Balkany aurait touché au moins 5 millions d’euros au titre de 
commission. 2008 : AREVA découvre qu’une partie du site appartient à une autre société, URANIO. 
Elle doit à nouveau lui racheter ses permis. 2007-2011 AREVA investi 106,7 millions d’euros dans 
Bakouma ; 2010 : Première dépréciation des actifs d’Uramin, à hauteur de 426 millions d’euros, après 
que la division mines d’AREVA ait recommandé une dépréciation d’1,8 milliards d’euros ; 2011 Anne 
Lauvergeon est démissionnée ; 2011 Deuxième dépréciation des actifs d’Uramin, à hauteur de 1,45 
milliard d’euros. AREVA réduit à zéro la valeur de Bakouma ; 2012 AREVA accroît les dépréciations 
d’actifs d’URAMIN ; mai 2015 Trois informations judiciaires sont confiées à des juges d’instruction ; 
juin 2015 : Le démantèlement d’AREVA est initié. 
 
HISTORIQUE DE BAKOUMA (Bande inférieure): 1949 : Première découverte du gisement de 
Bakouma par le Commissariat à l’énergie atomique ; 1963 : premières études sur la viabilité du site ; 
1968 : Bokassa exige de la France la mise en exploitation du site ; 1969 : première exploration du site 
par une compagnie française, la CFMU, qui revend les permis en 1973 à une société suisse ; 1991 : 
abandon définitif du site ; 17 octobre 2006 Uramin investi le gisement de Bakouma, inauguré en 
présence du Président François Bozizé ; 2007 Uramin part du jour au lendemain ; décembre 2007 : 
AREVA reprend le flambeau ; 2008 : Bozizé bloque l’exploitation du site ; 2010 : Bozizé accepte, 
moyennant finances, la mise en exploitation du site. 2011 : Gianfranco Tantardini annonce au nom 
d’AREVA la mise en sommeil du site, l’évacuation commence ; 24 juin 2012 : le site est attaqué ; 
juillet 2012 : le site est évacué ; décembre 2012 : tous les salariés sont licenciés sans préavis. 

 


